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Abbreviations: CAM, complementary and alternative 
medicine; IM, integrated medicine; IMJ, integrated medicine Japan; 
AHA, active and healthy aging; LBP, low back pain; KOA, knee 
osteoarthritis

Opinion
Complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) and Integrated 

Medicine (IM) have been recently understood and prevalent across 
the world. In Japan, Integrated Medicine Japan (IMJ) has continued 
various activities until now, in which authors and colleagues have 
broadened IM activities and assemblies as Shikoku Island division 
of IMJ for years. Among them, we reported the significance of music 
therapy1 and hydrotherapy/balneotherapy,2,3 and others so far. In this 
article, current topics of balnerotherapy would be introduced and 
discussed. 

In the CAM and IM, there is a group of biological therapy.4 A 
variety of treatments in this category have been developed since 
ancient times. They have been associated with some socio-cultural 
background, in which hydrotherapy has been continued in several 
places. 

CAM and IM have the category of the use of water, which is 
hydrotherapy or balneotherapy 5. They include spas and wellness in 
our modern social lives,6 and show several effects for patients with 
osteoarthritis, multiple sclerosis and other diseases.7,8 

The effects of balneotherapy can be related to non-specific factors 
such as heat.9 It can induce the heat shock response, associated with 
the synthesis and release of heat shock proteins. It can be observed in 
specific biochemical components such as hydrogen sulfide (H2S) in 
sulfurous water and radon in radioactive water. Results from several 
investigations suggest the beneficial effects of balneotherapy and 
hydrotherapy for immune system and stress response.9 

There are several pleiotropic effects of the balneotherapy.10 They 
include directs effects such as i) thermal effects (vasodilation, blood 
pressure reduction, immune activation, metabolism promotion, 
muscle/fiber softening), ii) buoyancy (reduced weight load, standing 
and walking training in water), iii) hydrostatic pressure (improvement 
of pretibial edema, respiratory rehabilitation), iv) viscous 
resistance (resistance exercise, muscle training in all directions), v) 
chemical effects with dissolved component (mineral, CO2, H2S, 

etc.). Furthermore, beneficial influences are expected including 
psychological effect, spa resort environment effects,10 From basic point 
of view, hydrotherapy has usually three categories, such as thermal, 
mechanical, and chemical effects.11 Thermal effects can utilize heat 
(35-40 Centigrade, C), body temperature (32–34 C), or cold (8–10 
C) therapy. Heat therapy is explained by vasodilation and blood flow 
facilitation effects, while cold therapy is by vasoconstriction and pain 
reduction. In particular, heat and cold stimuli can give the effectiveness 
in reducing musculoskeletal symptoms and promoting post-traumatic 
recovery.12,13 From clinical point of view, hydrotherapy has been one 
of the rehabilitation treatments for various diseases, including nervous 
system diseases with a positive result.14 It can reduce pain and improve 
QOL. The action mechanism would be omnidirectional, where 
there is a positive effect on segmental spinal mechanisms, muscle 
relaxation, autonomic nervous system. It is usually performed in a 
warm, shallow pool and may be involved in various exercises such as 
aerobic, stretching/range of motion, resistance and stability training.15 
Hydrostatic efficacy in water may alleviate pain by reducing edema 
and also sympathetic nervous activity.16 

As to clinical effect of balneotherapy, several portion of the 
body can be applied and reported from the neck to the knee in the 
following. There was a systematic review concerning neck pain and 
the balneotherapy from 13 studies with 658 cases.17 The key words 
included spa treatment, thalassotherapy, hydrotherapy, aquatic therapy 
or aquatic treatment. There was some evidence that balneotherapy 
improves QOL better in 4 studies, fair in 8 ad weak in 1. The therapy 
for neck pain by different waters and methods have reduced pain and 
disability, and also improved function capacity, mobility of joints, 
balance, QOL, relaxation and mood 17. 

Effect of hydrotherapy and peloidotherapy on chronic low back 
pain (LBP) was studied in 139 subjects.18 It included retrospective 
observational study such as health assessment questionnaire (HAQ), 
resulting reduction of the pain. 

Concerning the effect of spa therapy for chronic low back pain 
(CLBP), there was a systematic review and meta-analysis.19 From 
327 studies initially retrieved from databases, 12 RCT studies met the 
eligibility criteria and were included. The meta-analysis has confirmed 
that spa therapy can give pain relieving and improve lumbar spine 
function in patients with CLBP. 
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Abstract

In the Complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) and Integrated Medicine (IM), 
hydrotherapy and balneotherapy have been important treatment. They have several 
pleiotropic effects, such as thermal effects, buoyancy, hydrostatic pressure, viscous 
resistance and chemical effects. There is clinical efficacy to various diseases or states, 
including neck pain, low back pain, knee osteoarthritis, Parkinson disease, and so on. New 
trial with health promotion strategy with balneotherapy has been reported along World 
Federation of Hydrotherapy and Climatotherapy. 
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There was a report of the effect of balneotherapy for knee 
osteoarthritis (KOA) in patients with more than 65 years.20 Two 
groups were compared between balneotherapy only and balneotherapy 
and physical therapy (PT). The responder rate was 89.0% vs 98.7%, 
respectively. Furthermore, the latter contributed to reduced pain, 
functionality, QOL, fatigue and sleepiness.20 

For patients with KOA, the effect of balneotherapy and spa therapy 
was studied as to Quality of Life (QoL).21 It was a systematic review 
and meta-analysis and performed by 17 studies. As a result, there was 
a long-term pain improvement ES=−0.38 (95% CI−0.74 to−0.02), 
comparing balneological interventions with sham interventions. 
Consequently, balneotherapy and spa therapy can significantly 
improve QOL, and may reduce drug consumption as other beneficial 
effects.21 

Regarding the Parkinson disease (PD), Systematic review and 
meta-analysis was performed in 19 studies with 484 cases.22 The 
purpose was to investigate the effect of hydrotherapy for balance, 
functional mobility, QOL and motor status. As a result, hydrotherapy 
may improve balance and functional mobility of PD, whether it is 
combined or not with other therapies. For patients with ankylosing 
spondylitis, effects of water therapy were studied in the light of 
disease activity, functional capacity, spinal mobility and pain 
severity.23 It included 8 studies with 383 cases, and showed efficacy 
by a systematic review and meta-analysis. 

Successful innovative integrated care models for chronic diseases 
has been the targets of the European Innovation Partnership on Active 
and Healthy Ageing (EIP on AHA). In relation to this activity, an 18-
day course with balneotherapy and education was performed for many 
people.24 This health promotion strategy for AHA follows the concept 
of World Federation of Hydrotherapy and Climatotherapy. From 
health and economic points of view, spa therapy seems to be classified 
into 12 kinds.25 There are resort/hotel spa, casino spa, medical spa 
(cosmetic, wellness), and so on. These properties can attract many 
people who want to enjoy various excitement and spa as they like.25  

Conclusion
In summary, current trends of hydrotherapy or balneotherapy have 

been introduced in this article. This description would be expected to 
become some references for further development of healthier lives 
worldwide. 
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